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The Declaration of Independence 2007-01-15

in a stunningly original look at the american declaration of independence david armitage

reveals the document in a new light through the eyes of the rest of the world not only did the

declaration announce the entry of the united states onto the world stage it became the model

for other countries to follow armitage examines the declaration as a political legal and

intellectual document and is the first to treat it entirely within a broad international framework

he shows how the declaration arose within a global moment in the late eighteenth century

similar to our own he uses over one hundred declarations of independence written since 1776

to show the influence and role the u s declaration has played in creating a world of states out

of a world of empires he discusses why the framers language of natural rights did not

resonate in britain how the document was interpreted in the rest of the world whether the

declaration established a new nation or a collection of states and where and how the

declaration has had an overt influence on independence movements from haiti to vietnam and

from venezuela to rhodesia included is the text of the u s declaration of independence and

sample declarations from around the world an eye opening list of declarations of

independence since 1776 is compiled here for the first time this unique global perspective

demonstrates the singular role of the united states document as a founding statement of our

modern world

The Declaration of Independence of The United States of

America 2022-09-16

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the declaration of independence of the

united states of america by thomas jefferson digicat publishing considers every written word to

be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in

a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will

treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world

literature



The Declaration of Independence 2002

provides background information on the people and events connected with the writing of the

declaration of independence and introduces the contents of the document itself

The Declaration of Independence with Short Biographies of Its

Signers 1996

america s most famous document in a gift edition printed in two colors on acid free paper with

illustrations and biographies of the signers

Understanding the Declaration of Independence 2008-08-15

when the founding fathers signed the declaration of independence they did more than start a

rebellion they forever changed the face of america children will love reading about the

document that started it all thanks to easy to follow text and full color photographs

The Declaration of Independence 2002

the text of the declaration of independence is accompanied by illustrations meant to help

explain its meaning

The Declaration of Independence and The Constitution of the

United States 2008-04-29

together in one book the two most important documents in united states history form the

enduring legacy of america s founding fathers including thomas jefferson james madison and

alexander hamilton the declaration of independence was the promise of a representative

government the constitution was the fulfillment of that promise on july 4 1776 the second

continental congress issued a unanimous declaration the thirteen north american colonies



would be the thirteen united states of america free and independent of great britain drafted by

thomas jefferson the declaration set forth the terms of a new form of government with the

following words we hold these truths to be self evident that all men are created equal that

they are endowed with certain unalienable rights that among these are life liberty and the

pursuit of happiness framed in 1787 and in effect since march 1789 the constitution of the

united states of america fulfilled the promise of the declaration by establishing a republican

form of government with separate executive legislative and judicial branches the first ten

amendments known as the bill of rights became part of the constitution on december 15 1791

among the rights guaranteed by these amendments are freedom of speech freedom of the

press freedom of religion and the right to trial by jury written so that it could be adapted to

endure for years to come the constitution has been amended only seventeen times since

1791 and has lasted longer than any other written form of government

What Is the Declaration of Independence? 2016-05-10

step back in time to the birth of america and meet the real life rebels who made this country

free on a hot summer day near philadelphia in 1776 thomas jefferson sat at his desk and

wrote furiously until early the next morning he was drafting the declaration of independence a

document that would sever this country s ties with britain and announce a new nation the

united states of america colonists were willing to risk their lives for freedom and the

declaration of independence made that official discover the true story of one of the most

radical and uplifting documents in history and follow the action that fueled the revolutionary

war

The Declaration of Independence: A Study in the History of

Political Ideas 2019-04-12

in this book author carl lotus becker examines the political ideas behind the declaration of

independence in this thorough analysis of the most famous political document in the american



history becker covers several important aspects of the declaration the theory of natural rights

the view the colonists had of their place in the british empire and the literary qualities of the

document the declaration of independence historical antecedents of the declaration the natural

rights philosophy historical antecedents of the declaration theory of the british empire drafting

the declaration the literary qualities of the declaration the philosophy of the declaration in the

nineteenth century

The Declaration of Independence 2013-08-01

looks at parts of the declaration of independence from an historical perspective

The Declaration of Independence in Historical Context

2014-06-10

letters papers petitions and proclamations from the mid 18th century in the american colonies

provide a different historical perspective on the declaration of independence

The Declaration of Independence 2017

in this long essay becker analyzed the structure drafting and philosophy of the declaration he

recognizes that it was not intended as an objective historical statement of the causes of the

revolution but merely furnished a moral and legal justification for rebellion step by step the

colonists modified their theory to suit their needs whenever men become sufficiently

dissatisfied with the existing regime of positive law and custom they will be found reaching out

beyond it for the rational basis of what they conceive ought to be this is what the americans

did in their controversy with great britain

The Declaration of Independence 1960

introduction by dwight d eisenhowerillus by leonard everett fisher



The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the

United States of America 2003

never in history have 1 322 words held out such extraordinary determination to be free as

those found in the declaration of independence in 1787 we the people were the three words

that not only engendered a new and cohesive nation they went on to change the face of the

world as well in 1791 the first ten amendments to the constitution of the united states of

america known to us as the bill of rights introduced the world to the concept of those singular

rights that ought to belong to every free individual in one compact volume the full texts of both

the declaration of independence and the constitution of the united states of america with all

ratified twenty seven amendments to the constitution are side by side along with another of

america s seminal documents thomas jefferson s virginia statute for religious freedom an

additional world changing statement that codified for the first time that one cannot be required

by law to support or prefer any belief or be punished for those one does profess and the basis

for what we have come to know as the wall of separation between church and state who we

are and what we are free to be as citizens of the united states of america is contained

between these covers cass r sunstein prefaces the volume with a succinct history and

interpretation of the place and meaning of both the declaration and the constitution in

american life enhanced by an index and suggestions for further reading this volume small in

size but overwhelming in the impact of its contents belongs in the home of every citizen of the

united states

The Declaration of Independence 2018-11-26

this a to z encyclopedia surveys the history meaning and enduring impact of the declaration of

independence by explaining its contents and concepts profiling the founding fathers and

detailing depictions of the declaration in art music and literature a comprehensive resource for

understanding all aspects of the declaration of independence which marked the formal

beginning of the colonies march toward the creation of the united states of america this



encyclopedia contains more than 200 entries examining various facets of the declaration of

independence and its enduring impact on american law politics and culture it details key

concepts principles and intellectual influences that informed the creation of the document

reviews charges leveled in the declaration against the british crown summarizes the events of

the first and second continental congresses profiles influential architects and signers of the

declaration discusses existing copies of the declaration explains the document s influence on

other governments nations covers historic sites related to the document and discusses

depictions of the document and its architects in american art music and literature over time

Declaration of Independence & the Constitution of the United

States of America 1998-05

the complete texts of both documents the declaration of independence the constitution of the

united states of america with amendments also includes an index to the constitution

The Declaration of Independence 2018-02-09

includes pictures explains the changes made to the initial drafts of the declaration and the

history of how it was voted on includes letters and accounts written by founding fathers like

adams and jefferson profiles every signer includes a bibliography for further reading includes a

table of contents resolved that these united colonies are and of right ought to be free and

independent states that they are absolved from all allegiance to the british crown and that all

political connection between them and the state of great britain is and ought to be totally

dissolved although the declaration of independence is now considered one of the most

important political documents in history the men that drafted it did not initially favor such a

move at the start of the american revolution despite its assumption of governing duties the

second continental congress never intended at least initially to become the governing body of

a new nation instead it merely hoped to transform the relationship between britain and her

colonies to allow for greater self government on their side of the atlantic separation between



the two was rarely favored and this initial sentiment coalesced into the olive branch petition

which sought a reasonable motion of reconciliation between george iii and the colonies it was

drafted by one of virginia s delegates thomas jefferson by the summer of 1776 john adams

samuel adams and others arguing for a formal break with britain convinced their fellow

congressmen that the time had come to formalize their break from britain john along with

thomas jefferson benjamin franklin roger sherman and robert livingston were appointed to draft

the announcement informing britain of their intentions together they completed the rough draft

of the preamble on may the committee then wanted john to complete the document but he felt

that jefferson was a better writer ultimately the two men worked together to create declaration

of independence in late june with adams providing much of the legal insight and jefferson the

prose as a document the declaration justified the call for independence by listing grievances

against the king and anchoring them with natural and legal rights which formed the most

memorable lines in the document in addition to summarizing jefferson s political philosophy

the declaration was an amalgamation of the words and thoughts of famous political

philosophers of the previous century including montesquieu and john locke regardless

jefferson is now remembered as the author of one of the english language s most timeless

passages we hold these truths to be self evident that all men are created equal that they are

endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights that among these are life liberty and

the pursuit of happiness throughout june of 1776 jefferson worked in philadelphia within short

walking distance of the congress writing the first rough draft of the declaration of

independence in substance it mostly resembled the final document with an emphasis on

natural rights and self government throughout the editing process it was reduced by nearly a

quarter through the removal of sentences and redundancies congress approved of the

declaration of independence on july 2 1776 but returned it to adams and jefferson for some

fine tuning before giving it their final approval two days later though independence day is

celebrated on july 4 adams wrote to abigail on july 3 1776 in the belief that it would be july 2

that would be remembered as the important day the declaration of independence the history

and legacy of america s founding document chronicles the history that brought about america

s formal break from great britain along with pictures and a bibliography you will learn about



the declaration of independence like never before in no time at all

The Story of the Declaration of Independence 1975

this scarce antiquarian book is a selection from kessinger publishing s legacy reprint series

due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed

pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part

of our commitment to protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature kessinger

publishing is the place to find hundreds of thousands of rare and hard to find books with

something of interest for everyone

The Declaration Of Independence 1974

excerpt from the declaration of independence a study in the history of political ideas congress

incorporates in its final paragraph the resolution of july 2 and so the declaration may be said

to be a declaration of independence inas much as in it congress once more declared what it

had already declared two days before never theless the primary purpose of the declaration

was not to declare independence but to pro v claim to the world the reasons for declaring v

independence it was as a formal a justification o complished about the publisher forgotten

books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks

com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of

the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst

repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original

such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the

vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left

to preserve the state of such historical works

The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the



United States of America 1979

pauline maier shows us the declaration as both the defining statement of our national identity

and the moral standard by which we live as a nation it is truly american scripture and maier

tells us how it came to be from the declaration s birth in the hard and tortuous struggle by

which americans arrived at independence to the ways in which in the nineteenth century the

document itself became sanctified maier describes the transformation of the second

continental congress into a national government unlike anything that preceded or followed it

and with more authority than the colonists would ever have conceded to the british parliament

the great difficulty in making the decision for independence the influence of paine s common

sense which shifted the terms of debate and the political maneuvers that allowed congress to

make the momentous decision in maier s hands the declaration of independence is brought

close to us she lets us hear the voice of the people as revealed in the other declarations of

1776 the local resolutions most of which have gone unnoticed over the past two centuries that

explained advocated and justified independence and undergirded congress s work detective

like she discloses the origins of key ideas and phrases in the declaration and unravels the

complex story of its drafting and of the group editing job which angered thomas jefferson

maier also reveals what happened to the declaration after the signing and celebration how it

was largely forgotten and then revived to buttress political arguments of the nineteenth century

and most important how abraham lincoln ensured its persistence as a living force in american

society finally she shows how by the very act of venerating the declaration as we do by

holding it as sacrosanct akin to holy writ we may actually be betraying its purpose and its

power

The Declaration of Independence 2016-06-26

this collection is an essential reading for all those who wish to learn about the creation of the

american nation it is comprised of the most important legal documents in early american

history which are considered instrumental to its founding and philosophy the united states



declaration of independence the constitution and bill of rights also included the federalist

papers and inaugural speeches from the first three american presidents our founding fathers

their words provide additional insights on how the american identity was shaped discover the

real roots of the present day government table of contents declaration of independence 1776

u s constitution 1787 bill of rights 1791 amendments 1792 1991 the federalist papers 1787

1788 inaugural speeches george washington 1789 1793 john adams 1797 thomas jefferson

1801 1805

American Scripture 2012-02-15

the young patriot s reader series is written for parents who wish to provide their children with

an appreciation of america and its history from an early age ensuring that our children are

taught the essential lessons of our history in the context of liberty natural rights limited

government and free market capitalism is just too important to leave to chance or the school

system the young patriot s reader series will build your child s reading skills while instilling the

pride and sense of responsibility he or she will need to secure the blessings of liberty to

ourselves and our posterity the declaration of independence volume of the series celebrates

american exceptionalism the vision of the founding fathers liberty and freedom unalienable

rights the sacrifices made by the founders the roots of the american revolution and the risks

taken with a firm reliance on the protection of divine providence that we may now live in

freedom

The Declaration of Independence & United States Constitution

– Including Bill of Rights and Complete Amendments

2017-02-10

explores the writing of the declaration of independence authoritative text colorful illustrations

illuminating sidebars and a voices from the past feature make this book an exciting and

informative read



Declaration of independence, Constitution of the United States,

... 1925

the underlying basis and principles of the united states of america are found in the nation s

most important documents which include the constitution of the united states of america and

the declaration of independence these two foundational documents are combined in this

useful reference tool the constitution of the united states of america and the declaration of

independence is an ideal gift and it should be in every home perfect for students historians

united states citizens and those hoping to become citizens of the united states of america

The Declaration of Independence 2012-02-01

examines the ideas behind the document drafted by thomas jefferson and how its words

continue to inspire and challenge the people today

Writing the Declaration of Independence 2017-08-01

the documents which would birth and shape a nation are bound together here in one beautiful

edition the philosophies upon which the united states of america was founded have influenced

the entire world within the declaration of independence and the constitution of the united

states of america these philosophies are distilled to their very essence these texts retain a

special significance far beyond their roles within the government of a single nation and this

significance is best embodied in that immortal statement which begins with we hold these

truths to be self evident

The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the

United States of America 2014-08-12

describes how the famous document came to be written and why it was important



The Declaration of Independence 2004-08

outlines the events that led to the revolutionary war and the writing of the document that

declared the colonies separate and independent from britain

The Declaration of Independence 1906

discusses the united states declaration of independence covering such aspects as the

decision to separate from great britain the writing of the declaration and the enduring legacy

of this document

The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the

United States of America 2011-11-12

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the

knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original

copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most

important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public

domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you

may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on

the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is

important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



The Declaration of Independence 2007

excerpt from the declaration of independence though this remarkable summary of grievances

needed no elucidation to men of that generation it is almost meaningless to us in but few

instances do the histories covering the period lend any aid an explanation therefore of the

declaration of independence as understood by the men of the revolution may prove of interest

especially as we are again hearing constant reference to the undying principles of that

document passing over the philosophy of the opening paragraph with the remark that it

breathes the spirit of locke throughout with naught of french casuistry in it we come

immediately to the counts in the indictment against king and parliament they show a total of

twenty six for seventeen of these the king alone is held accountable while for the remainder

he is made to share the responsibility with parliament in the first two charges jefferson leaps

at once into the thick of the controversy he has included in them the whole great question of

royal prerogative as against colonial freedom from control that agitated the english in america

for all of a century about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of

rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an

important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally

reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the

aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page

may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections

successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such

historical works

The Story of the Declaration of Independence 1968

a colorful enlightening account of how thomas jefferson wrote the declaration of independence

and the road to july 4 a selection from joseph j ellis s american sphinx winner of the national

book award how did the newest and youngest member of virginia s delegation to the

constitutional congress come to write the founding document of the american project in writing



the declaration of independence pulitzer prize winning historian joseph j ellis outlines the life

of the document and the road to its adoption on july 4 from jefferson s arrival in philadelphia

in 1775 in an ornate carriage along with four horses and three slaves to a fascinating guided

tour of the drafts and discussions including the importance of a good speaking voice the

theatricality of patrick henry and jefferson s tortured ultimately discarded section blaming the

king for american slavery this is the true history of independence day

The Declaration of Independence 2003-10-03

describes the events leading up to the declaration of independence as well as the

personalities and politics behind its framing

The Declaration of Independence 1917

the fifty six signers of america s declaration of independence risked their lives fortunes and

sacred honor to found a new country in this classic work benson j lossing describes the lives

of each of the founding fathers their greatest achievements and what impelled them to take

such an incredible risk while some are well known to us thomas jefferson benjamin franklin

john hancock much of the pleasure in this book comes from reading about the lesser known

signers and about the many challenges they faced throughout their lives in the young united

states appendices contain thomas jefferson s original version of the declaration an analysis of

its grievances the subsequent articles of confederation and us constitution and the offending

stamp act this ebook edition includes an active table of contents reflowable text and 50 period

engravings of the faces and signatures of the signers

Declaration of Independence and Constitution of the United

States of America with the Amendments 2019-03-10



The Declaration of Independence (Classic Reprint)

2016-09-27

Writing the Declaration of Independence 2015-06-30

Lives of the Signers to the Declaration of Independence 1840

Give Me Liberty! 2000-10-15

Lives of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence

2012-08-06
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